You can now control the MyHOME_Up system using your voice, thanks to its integration with the Google Home and Amazon Alexa assistants.

As well as asking for information on the news, weather, times etc. the voice assistants will be a great help for managing lights and controlled sockets by voice or to activate scenarios created by the user which set up, for example, as well as lights and rolling shutters, the home temperature and burglar-alarm status or play favourite music via the NUVO system.

**Examples of voice commands**

«Ok Google, switch off all the lights»
«Alexa, switch the fan on»

“Alexa, I’m home”. When this command is given some entrance lights come on, the day zone rolling shutters rise and the burglar-alarm is switched off.

“OK Google, dinner scenario”. When this command is given some lights come on and some living room rolling shutters rise, the ideal temperature is set in the day area and your favourite music is played.

“OK Google, what will the weather be like tomorrow?”

“Alexa, close the kitchen rolling shutters”

“Alexa, the latest news”
REQUIREMENTS FOR MyHOME_Up VOICE CONTROL

The system must be configured via the MyHOME_Up APP so that the voice assistants can recognise all the devices, their names and any pre-configured scenarios.

The control with MyHOME_Up system third-party devices must also be enabled in the MyHOME_Up App.

1. Access the specific “Other” page and select “Integrations”.
2. Select the voice assistant to use in the next screen.
HOW TO ASSOCIATE THE VOICE ASSISTANTS TO THE MyHOME_Up SYSTEM

As an example we will describe the main phases for associating the system to Google Home voice assistants. The complete procedure, which is similar for Amazon assistants, is given in the MYHOMESERVER1 gateway User manual which is available on the professionisti.bticino.it site – Catalogue section.

1. Enter the Google account details in the Google Home App.
2. Creating and naming the home managed by Google Home.
3. Association of Google Home to the MyHOME_Up service to be managed.

End of configuration; Google Home displays all the system devices, organised by the room to which they belong.

MyHOME_Up can be voice controlled in two ways:

1. Using the Google voice assistants (*)
2. Accessing the Google Home app and using the Smartphone microphone.

Note (*): refer to the documentation supplied with the devices or available on the producer web site to configure and set up the Google voice assistants.